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Interview with the vampire series cast

Go on a trip down memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF Take a trip down the memorial lane that will make you feel nostalgia AF Are you ready for Renée Zellweger on your TV screens? Although Zellweger has been a Hollywood staple for decades at this point, he has never adorned a small screen before. So leave it to Netflix that you're really pinning her to a brand
new series, What/If. in the 10-episode series Zellweger plays venture capitalist Anne Montgomery and, according to the series' description, the series looks at its ripple effects, what happens when acceptable people start doing unbearable things... [the show] deals with a different morality story inspired by a cultural source of succession and the power of one fateful decision to
change the trajectory of an entire life. Where do we sign up for? Unfortunately, critics have already panned the show, but honestly, maybe that just makes it even more watchable if we know it's going to go something else. Of course, Zellweger isn't the only one in the series, and he's joined by a dozen different actors and actresses you've probably met in your own television
viewing before. If you've settled down to watch What/If Over bank holiday weekend, here's a handy who's one of the actors and exactly where you've seen them before. Alexandra Stewart, 25, Los Angeles, Publicist It's easy to be skeptical when you hear that your favorite show or movie is about to be remade. Except maybe The Office, from the UK to the US. customizations may
not have the best record. However, it won't be long before the cast of U.S. Love Island assures you that the Juggernaut U.K. reality show is in good hands for its American incarnation, which will premiere on September 9. Sure, there are some differences. Spain have switched to Fiji and you will probably hear more about the competitors playing on the pitch and hooked instead of
breaking and grating, but the premise is true: A group of very attractive competitors will have to pair up and see how their relationships fare through the arrival of new suitors and insidious eliminations. In addition, the 11 cast members starting with the CBS show are tried and true fans of the original series – or at least know that the ubiquitous Love Island water bottles personalized
for each contestant are the thing they should be most excited about. Unlike dating shows like The Bachelor, Love Island airs five nights a week and is filmed as close to real-time as CBS can get. This means that the chances of spoilers are refreshingly slim, but also that when Refinery29 spoke to the contestants before their trip, they were just as in the dark as you were. Do they
get along with their suitors? Are you doing anything embarrassing on 24-hour cameras? Did you find true love? Find out how the first 11 Love Island preparing to enter the villa, which they hope to emulate from the UK. From great Britain. and why it's important to check that your holiday home has a DVD player before packing your Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air box set. What are you
most interested in what you watched on the original show? Elizabeth Weber, 24, from New York City, promotes exec: The biggest thing for me that I hope will be the same is in the UK version, all the girls were so close. They always take care of each other. No one threw anyone under the bus and they were all such good friends. I hope it also translates to the American version.
Alexandra Stewart, 25, Los Angeles, publicist: I'm so excited to have a bottle of water, number one. That's really cool. And, of course, the challenges. They're going to be fun. Caroline Viehweg, 21, Los Angeles, marketing student: I hope they face the same challenges as [the UK version]. Sometimes I look at these challenges that happen at night, like this sounds bad, but strips.
The fun ones. I hope the American has it too, because I know they are a little more conservative, but I hope they throw in some such funny challenges. Kyra Green, 22, Los Angeles, musicianKyra Green, 22, Los Angeles, musician: My ex got me into it, so it's interesting for them to watch me with a new version. Cashel Barnett, 27, Sacramento, California, musician and model:
Watching the show - because I studied in London for a semester - all this slang came back to me, and for the next couple of weeks I continued to use all these British slanging. What happens when I get to the island and start talking like that? Just that I'm connected to the program and then be in it. I don't think that's going to happen, but that's definitely what I've been thinking
about. How are you prepared? Did you pack anything special? Elizabeth: I definitely packed a lot of sunscreen. I don't want to burn in the sun. I want to watch the British version, everyone was always so sunburnt, and I thought we had to be careful about that. Mallory Santic, 25, Vancouver, Washington, Nike analyst: Oh my God, I did so much research. I literally went on YouTube
and watched all the other Islanders talk about their experience on Love Island and try to get advice from them. I hate shopping, and when I knew I was going to be on the show, I was literally at the mall for eight hours. Alexandra, I have my little teddy bear. It's mostly the one thing I brought that I can't leave home without. Weston Richey, 25, Dallas, photographer: Packing was
pretty hard because you can't have big brands or anything like that. I just brought the usual basic stuff: my cowboy boots, my jeans, my swimwear. Then I brought my bel-air fresh Prince DVDs if there was a DVD player, which isn't the case. Cashel: I just brought shorts, tanks and a guitar. I hope I get to play. Michael Yi, 29, Miami, model: I wish I could have brought my dog. That
they've been great. What kind of partner do you hope to meet on the island? Alexandra: I'd like a Liam Hemsworth-type guy to walk in and his personality matched. I always like the athletic guy who's the life of the party. Always just having fun, can connect with everyone around him, not just hang out about me all the time. Zac Mirabelli, 22, Chicago, grocery cashierWeston: I'm a
very spontaneous person. I'm a photographer, so I travel a lot. And my life is pretty crazy to be honest. I see a lot of things. I shoot a lot of great things. So realistically, I'm sure I have a better chance of finding a girl here who's more spontaneous and wants to travel than at home. Yamen Sanders, 24, Los Angeles, real estate agent: Definitely hopefully find a long-term relationship.
That would be great. I feel like I've been single for so long. I'm starting to get those lonely vibes. Oh, my God, where's the love I need? Zac Mirabelli, 22, Chicago, grocery store cashier: I'm looking for a girl who's like, tana skin, blue eyes and a nice smile. I have no penchant for hair color... I hope to make friends, hopefully bromance or something. How would you describe your
relationship history/love life? Alana: I've never been in a relationship. I feel like I had to check, correct myself and say these are my new rules and this is what I want, and I don't want to. I'm new and I'm healed now. I'm ready to start the right chapter in my relationship life. Interestingly enough, it's only going to be on national television. Michael Yi, 29, Miami, ModelYamen: My last
relationship was four years ago and lasted about three years. Since then, my love life has just been about doing what I want, when I want to, who I want to do it with. Michael: I find myself not getting bored with someone, but if it just doesn't work, I don't want to waste their time. I don't want to waste my time. Sometimes it's better to be alone if something doesn't work. That's what
I've been doing for the last year, and I think it's been a year since I've been alone. I'm just kind of done with it. What are you most afraid of when it comes to shooting 24/7? Elizabeth, I think it's pretty exciting. They grab like the most random weird things I end up doing. I get hiccups all the time, I look forward to all my different hiccups put together as a clip. Alana: I feel like I'm
peeping at the cameras at first, but I feel like three hours later I'm forgetting. I do all the stupid things I do in my room at home when no one's looking, although there's probably a bunch of cameras watching. Let's hope I don't look too crazy. Kyra: Maybe when I was 11 or 14, I was Kidz Bop's son. I was one of the most important. So they followed us all the time before our shows,
and we had to do press stuff and this. That. You can see the cameras at first, but it gets normal. My dad said, Girl, I'm watching the show, don't freak out. You think you're going to find true love? Caroline: I'm a very optimistic person, and usually I connect with a friend quite easily when it comes to the intimate level of a relationship, so I really hope I do. But you never know how it's
going outside the villa. I hope it lasts outside. Mallory: Modern dating is completely all social media, text messages, waiting days when a person responds or reads too many interstities. Love Island doesn't have a phone, so it's very nice. I won't be spooked if a man likes another girl's photos and stuff because it kills modern dating, I think phones and social media. It's nice to be
away from all that. It's going to be a lot more organic. Alana: It reminds me of a social experiment. Because when you think about it, there's only people there. You can't get too in touch with the outside world. So the people you entertain you with, the people you communicate with, are still building a relationship. I think you're getting really close to the person. So I really see it as an
opportunity to really find love. Love Island premieres .m July 9 on CBS at 8 p.m., with new episodes every weekday night on August 7. 7.
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